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Abstract-The current service-and device discovery protocols
The proxy uses the client interfaces from both SDPs to listen to are not platform-and network independent. Therefore, proxy any server announcements, generates a virtual server object for servers will be needed to extend the range of IP-based discovery each discovered server and finally announces the virtual server protocols to non-IP domains. We developed an architecture of a to the counterpart network. With a comparable architecture, Jun proxy that enables Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) devices and et al [3] proposed a unidirectional Bluetooth SDP-UPnP proxy services to be discovered and accessed on the Bluetooth network server enabling a UPnP control point to control Bluetooth and vice versa. We optimized and implemented the architecture servers. In [4] we presented our design of a bidirectional proxy on a mobile computing platform. This proxy implementation is that enables UPnP services on an IP network to be discovered then used for interworking the UPnP Content Directory service with the Bluetooth File Transfer profile. Our performance study a Blue c i -t w c showed that our proxy implementation reduces invocation time and vice versa. and data throughput to about 50% of the bare Bluetooth and
In this work, we show the results of our efforts to integrate UPnP performance, but it is still acceptable for an end user.
and test a proxy implementation on a mobile phone to provide seamless interworking between the UPnP Content Directory Service discovery, device discovery, UPnP, Bluetooth Service (CDS) and the Bluetooth file transfer profile (FTP) over the two domains. I. INTRODUCTION The paper is structured as follows. In the following section Service discovery technology is an important component we discuss the proxy server definition and architecture. Then, for communication and service collaboration in distributed we explain the interworking between the UPnP CDS and the computing environments. In private networks, such as home Bluetooth FTP. Then our implementation of the proxy is networks and in-car networks, these environments are very presented, whereas its performance evaluation is consequently heterogeneous considering the great variety of devices, network discussed in section V. In this paper we are looking at proxies that are used to reformat Koponen et al [1] presented a bidirectional proxy for Jini device-and service discovery and -control messages. In and Service Location Protocol (SLP) interoperability. Allard et particular it is focused on the example of forwarding a service al [2] presented a proxy architecture Jini-UPnP interoperability.
access request of a non-IP Bluetooth client to any UPnP server, and when a return is expected, the return is reformatted and forwarded back to the Bluetooth client. requirements. The main goal of the discovery step is to make a UPnP
In Bluetooth environments, services can be discovered server available for prospective Bluetooth clients. This step is using the Bluetooth SDP but have to be accessed using other initiated by the UPnP client or control point (UC) either protocols. In UPnP, the discovery as well as the access is sending discovery message or listening to any UPnP server defined by the protocol. To achieve seamless discovery of and (US) advertisement (action 1 in Figure 1 ). The UC then passes access to current devices and services, we apply a filtering this information to the adapter module (2 message. Then, the proxy should perform a UPnP-to-Bluetooth One of the Bluetooth core protocols is the Bluetooth service static description mapping, for instance as described in Service Discovery Protocol (SDP). As the SDP is designed for [3] . Upon receiving the server's notification, the proxy invokes highly dynamic communications, it only provides a means for the server with a Browse() action. The server will reply with an client applications to browse available services or search for a XML file (Al in Figure 2) reason, the proxy should keep pairs of Bluetooth folder names SETPATH and ABORT). For example, the client browses files and UPnP folder identities. When the Bluetooth client has in the server using GET FolderListing and sets a current folder received the file B 1, the client may parse it to a user-friendly format for the end user. The user can browse through the folder X. Then it invokes the file by sending an HTTP GET to the X's like any other file browser he is used to. uri with the maximum OBEX packet size (obtained in the 3) Changing folder, initialization) as parameter. The server will send file X to the To changeg folder, hierarchy, the Bluetooth clientinvokesthe proxy in several packets depending on the given OBEX packet
To change folder hierarchy, the Bluetooth client invokes the size. The proxy wraps each of these packets into a Bluetooth proxy with a SETPATH action with a folder name as parameter. OBEX packet and sends it to the client. Upon each successful The proxy will match the given folder name with available packet reception, the client must confirm to the proxy with an folder identities and in case of successful matching, the proxy ok message, after which the proxy can continue downloading replies the invocation with an ok message. To get the final the file. This is repeated until the file is completely transferred.
folder structure, the client invokes the proxy again with a
The proxy acknowledges the client about the completed GET(FolderListing). Accordingly, the proxy invokes to the transfer by sending a download-finished message.
server with a Browse() action with the matched folder identity as parameter. about half the native Bluetooth throughput. The throughput on the UPnP network is many Mbps, so the loss can be accounted to the processing activities of the proxy. For e.g. streaming audio, the measured rate is still high enough.
We also repeated the measurement adding a second Bluetooth FTP client that downloads another file simultaneously during the download time measurement. We then obtained a rate of 70 ± 20 kbps. This rate drop occurs because the Bluetooth link fairly divides the number of channels between the two clients. In this case the audio file has to be downloaded or partly buffered before being consumed to achieve an acceptable audio quality.. From this we conclude that the number of Bluetooth links to the proxy should be limited.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Proxy servers can provide an effective interoperability platform for service discovery and access in a heterogeneous private network. We developed a proxy architecture for seamless interoperability between Bluetooth and UPnP servers that can run on the high-end mobile devices of today. This paper described our experiences when implementing this architecture on a mobile platform.
We found that the UPnP CDS and Bluetooth FTP work quite differently, though they have similar functionality and commands. From this we conclude that the proxy needs specific solutions for each conversion between Bluetooth profiles and UPnP services For our performance measurements we only focused on the effect of the proxy on service access times, because we evaluated the discovery performance before [4] . We measured the effect that the proxy has on browse times and data throughput when using a Bluetooth client to access files on a
